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What it Takes To Pass a Transportation Sales Tax Measure in California
Ventura County's transportation sales tax measure failed after receiving almost 57 percent of the vote, illustrating the
di�culty in passing tax measures intended for transportation improvements in California.
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Many unsuccessful tax measures in California receive a greater percentage of votes than taxes that
pass in other states, but the 1978 Proposition 13 sets the threshold for passage at two-thirds for
taxes intended for speci�c purposes, rather than going to a general fund.

"To get to a two-thirds vote, you have to be perfect," said Darren Kettle, executive director
of the Ventura County Transportation Commission which sponsored the measure, at an event at
the Ventura County Community Foundation in Camarillo, according to Mike Harris, transportation
reporter for the Ventura County Star.

According to the ballot language [PDF], voters were asked to increase the county sales tax "by one-
half cent for thirty years, raising $70 million annually, with independent oversight and audits, and
with all funds bene�ting local residents to help preserve Ventura County’s quality of life by:

...�xing potholes, repaving streets, repairing bridges; improving tra�c �ow and safety on
101 and 118; keeping senior, veteran, disabled, and student bus fares a�ordable;
increasing bicycle and pedestrian safety; protecting waterways and beaches from polluted
runo� and restoring watersheds;"

"Under the plan, 50 percent of sales tax funds will be allocated to Ventura County’s 10 cities and the
County of Ventura for local transportation priorities," according to the transportation commission.
"Over thirty years that translates to about $1.65 billion for improving local roads, �lling portholes
and building bike paths and sidewalks." The same amount would be raised for county
transportation improvements.
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Kettle ascribes �ve reasons for the measure's failure to achieve a 'yes' vote from 66.67
percent of voters:

1. Competing sales tax measures in Ventura, known o�cially as the City of San Buenaventura,
Measure O, and Santa Paula, Measure T. Both measures directed revenue to their cities'
general funds. Each passed with 57.5 percent of the vote.

2. Competition for donations from the much larger Measure M in neighboring Los Angeles
County, according to the campaign committee, Citizens for Tra�c Relief,

3. "Measure AA competed for voters' attention with Measure C, the Ventura County Save Open-
space & Agricultural Resources [SOAR] initiative, Kettle said." It passed with almost 59 percent
of the vote. Obviously voters hadn't read a critical Planetizen post on that initiative. Voter
rejected a competing SOAR initiative, Measure F, which would have loosened restrictions for
farmers.

4. A well-funded opposition committee — "Stop New Big $3.3 Billion Tax — led by Ventura
County Supervisor Peter Foy and former Rep. Elton Gallegly, R-Simi Valley, Kettle said."

5. It didn't help that Harris' paper editorialized against the measure, which the opponents used
to full advantage. The paper opposed the measure because the "dilution of the impact of the
money...creates a fatal �aw in the measure." 

"Even though these dollars are intended to augment current funding, we can envision cities
shifting general funds they had designated for transportation to other needs, which means
their residents might not receive any additional transportation projects for their additional
sales tax," they argued. However, Kettle noted that the measure passed in all ten cities.
The same paper editorialized in support Measure T, a 1 percent, general sales tax measure for
the city of Santa Paula that was approved with 57.5 percent of the vote.

As a result, Ventura County remains "the only Southern California county without a piece of its sales
tax being designated for transportation," observed the Star.

Comparison to Bay Area transportation measures

Planetizen observed that while the three-county BART property tax, Measure RR, passed in the Bay
Area with 70.7 percent of the vote, voters in two of the counties rejected city transportation taxes.
The reverse was true in Ventura County, where voters approved two city transportation taxes but
rejected the county tax. Voters may have their own threshold when it comes to tax increase
measures: two is one too much.

The analogy doesn't �t entirely as voters in Contra Costa County didn't support Measure RR with
two-thirds of the vote, but voters in Alameda and San Francisco County made up the di�erence.

One �nal observation: Ventura County had a remarkable ballot this November, using every letter
of the alphabet to describe the 26 city and county measures in addition to Measure AA. Of the 27
ballot measures, only three were defeated.

Hat tip to Metro's L.A. Transportation Headlines.
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